The Importance of Self-Provisioning
Workﬂows for a Stay-at-Home Workforce

Overview
The ﬁrst two words that most organizations think of when pondering the Covid-19 Stay-at-Home
workforce are “Dynamic Change.” Identify and Access Management teams are struggling to quickly
enable business functions and employee productivity. Rapid changes in workforce personnel,
illness, and the need to scale up the ability to work from home, quickly point out where current
processes for granting access don’t scale. The end user / employee must be enlisted to help
organizations through this temporary chaos. The good news is that done properly, change can
make the business more resilient and eﬃcient.
One of Tuebora’s many features is its Self-provisioning Interface. Customizable, prebuilt end user
processes for group creation, access to assets, access modiﬁcation, and revocation are already
created. Certiﬁcation and approval is part of Tuebora’s administrative workﬂows.

Request Tracking
and Transparency
While user employee
joiner/leaver/mover workﬂows
are important for turning IAM
chaos into order, employees
need to track their requests
and understand where they
stand in the IAM approval
process. Tuebora provides a
full set of tools that provides
transparency into the status of
their requests.

Tuebora Self-Provisioning Access Request
Workﬂow
(Access to Assets)

Keeping up to date with these requests and those of their direct reports is provided through a set
of dashboard tools that help them understand the process phases and how to be accountable to
other team members.
Notiﬁcations to users provide helpful reminders of activities to be completed and other key tasks.

The Importance of Bookmarks
Bookmarks reduce interface complexity and simplify repetitive tasks. The user can save speciﬁc
activity views as bookmarks and select a view to act on. All recent activity is monitored and tracked
in the application. With activity views available across the whole organization, by group,
application, asset or a single user, Tuebora provides the ﬂexibility of continuous audit or snapshots
in time.
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Delegation Rules
In this time of uncertainty, it’s
important to be able to keep the
organization running smoothly and
without interruption. Having a space
where an employee can pre-delegate
his or her role in the access
management approval process
automates the transition from one
employee to another. Being able to
specify the reason for the
delegation, along with the tasks to
be delegated, provides a granular
approach. Specifying whether the
delegation is permanent or
temporary gives managers ﬂexibility,
responsibility, and makes their team
more productive.

Summary
The new demands of a Stay-at-Home
workforce can quickly highlight gaps in
processes and workﬂows that can lead to
employee frustration and later, audit issues.
There is a false expectation that IAM teams
know all employees and their roles, the
access they all have, and are able to rebuild
all IAM processes necessary to support a
Stay-at-Home workforce. The reality is that
without the help of the organization’s own
employee and well thought out workﬂows,
the process will take more time than it
should. Tuebora’s approach to this problem
is complete and thorough with the ﬂexibility
needed for an easy transition to this new
reality.
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